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Mike Adams, Who is He Working For?
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Dane Wigington
geoengineeringwatch.org

I have tried to avoid conflict with other independent news sites for the most part, but when consistent
disinformation on a subject of dire importance keeps coming from the same sources, a red flag needs to be
put up.
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Who is paying Mike Adams to continue beating the “global cooling” drum?

Why would Adams put out information that is exactly what the fossil fuel industry and the climate engineers
would want him to spread? Is Mike Adams completely unaware that June 2014 was the warmest ever
recorded on our planet? ( May 2014 also broke global records) 

Mike also is apparently not informed of the fact that Earth has just passed the 352 month in a row of above
normal temperatures.

In Mike’s most recent article (linked at the top of this page) he cites Anthony Watts as a source. Watts is a
well known source of disinformation that is in perfect synchronization with what the fossil fuel industry and
the climate engineers want us to believe.

The “Health Ranger” goes on to show charts from NASA that do show global warming, but he says they are
false. Does he cite proof for this statement, well, no. In fact, 9 of the top 10 warmest years ever recorded have
happened since 2000  but it seems Adams also forgot to mention this important point.

Has Mike Adams put out this sort of disinformation before? The short answer is yes.

So here is the bottom line, who do you think has the most money and power on the planet? And what sort of
message do you think they would want people like “The Health Ranger” to put out?

Consider motives,  who would want you to believe that the planet and climate system is doing just fine? Big
oil, the geoengineers, and all that are on their payroll in one form or another.

DW

15 Responses to Mike Adams, Who is He Working For?

1.  ANON says:
August 8, 2014 at 2:09 am

MA has not been credible even in the area of health and has been — causing confusion in that realm as
well and has attacked without provocation anything that has any merit to assist in the healing of the
damage to the afflicted with chemtrail and GMO poisoning which go hand in hand as well as smart
meter activation of the nanoparticles being exposed and ingested—the credibility of some of the Guru’s
today and some alternative news sites should be challneged—never just accept anything that is coming
out without investigating and researching thoroughly and that means use something other then google a
a search resource
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2.  truthurts says:
August 7, 2014 at 9:23 am

The Hollywood producer, Nathan Folks, claims that he was poisoned after exposing the Boston
Bombing hoax.

He stated that Adams was poisoned too, for writing a Boston Bombing hoax article, right after the
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event.

Adams pulled the article, claiming that he was only going to focus on foods, and not political events,
from then on.

I found that Adams changed dramatically after his “sickness”. He claimed it was from the food he was
eating, of all things.

Believe what you want, but I think he made a deal wiht the devil after they poisoned him.
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3.  Faye Hall says:
August 3, 2014 at 10:19 am

I have felt for quite a long time that Mike Adams “The Health Ranger” is a suspect source. One reason
is that he always sells products, and not necessarily the best products….and touts them as the ONLY
one that works. Another is hat some of the things he says seem fear-based and hopeless. And in recent
years he has gotten so political that I just can’t stand reading his stuff. All the “exposures”? Bravado,
perhaps? Perhaps he was once genuine and then was given incentives to change…it’s easy, “gee mike
we have noticed your work and we’d like to support it….” And his new confidence could stem from all
that senseless praise, not of the good things but of the propogandists things…
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4.  Rob Wyatt says:
August 2, 2014 at 2:51 pm

Natural News has gone off the rails. It’s more like Weekly World News these days. I don’t know if
Mike has lost his mind or is being manipulated/influenced/paid to write some of the asinine things that
have appeared on his site lately. Either way, he and his site have zero credibility in my eyes. I trust
nothing he says.
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5.  Paul Vonharnish says:
July 31, 2014 at 9:01 am

Mike Adams is obviously a tool of our corporate/capitalist plutocracy. His health and science
“information” is not based on true science or even a proper analysis of existing medical journals and
white papers. He brags grandly of his paltry and mediocre methods, then denigrates persons of much
higher caliber and investigative skill.

Global temperature rise due to mans continual misuse of energy sources is obvious and provable. When
you’re expending energy in a closed environmental loop, E=mc2 every time. Hello?

The web is now riddled (pardon the pun) with total info-garbage sites like Republic Broadcasting, Alex
Jones Channel, Russia Today, Jeff Rense, and hundreds of other spinmastering monstrosities. Sites that
pander to disinformation enthusiasts pop up every day, because the majority of today’s collage
graduates have no training in the physical sciences whatsoever. Too bad…
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6.  Jon J says:
July 31, 2014 at 2:30 am

Thanks Dane, for all your great work and videos. I’ve learnt alot from you.
I’m from Melbourne Australia. Start off as a sceptic but is now drawn into the issue.
I’ve recently did a ‘chance’ capture that I’ll like to share with everyone.
My 5+ mins. of video captured and unusual chemcloud (colored) that did NOT get blown away on that
windy day.
More importantly, beams (at least 3) were seen, directed at the cloud. It just dispersed/dissolved in 6 –
7 minutes.
Please view and share. http://youtu.be/-HHKWxK3i0k

Thanks
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7.  Emmett Grogan says:
July 29, 2014 at 12:36 pm

Wow, I hadn’t heard that one about Walmart. I do remember an article he posted awhile back, saying
that CO2 will help forests to grow, so an abundance of CO2 is a good thing. I remember back in
FOURTH GRADE (which Mr. Adams apparently missed) we learned about global warming and the
importance of greenhouse gasses being in balanced amounts and how they affect warming. CO2 is
good for plants, but too much of it for humans will kill them. This was in 1966,before GW became a
household term.
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8.  nomad says:
July 26, 2014 at 12:38 pm

There seems to be a tendency on one or two sites to implicate those of us who are concerned about
chemtrails with spurious conspiracy theories. They want to profile us as kooks apparently. I hate the
idea that because I oppose geoengineering that I am lumped in the same category as global warming
deniers (there are a whole lot of them)and people who believe Michelle Obama is a man.
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9.  zav says:
July 25, 2014 at 8:25 pm

Anyone that claims to be exposing the truth and never mentions zionism I.e Alex jones or mike adams
are missing one of the biggest parts of the control mechanism and I dont think they are accidentally not
mentioning it but I guess you cant bite the hand that feeds you
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10.  Karen Strong says:
July 25, 2014 at 3:09 pm

I have 3sites I visit the first …and the one I always pass on to others is … Geoeengineeringwatch.org ..
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The second “why in the world are they spraying” and Australian and New Zealand Geoeengineering
watch … I trust that the info I get is honest and factual .. This other person you mention Dane, I
haven’t heard of … Thank you for your factually presented info you opinions make total sense to me
… I am not easily swayed on any subject but I know truth when I hear it …
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11.  Kathleen Gabel says:
July 25, 2014 at 2:16 pm

Thank you Dane for exposing disinformation. Many have trusted Mike Adams and so it is
understandable that as an extension of this trust, Mike’s readers may believe what is actually
disinformation. Sometimes the only way to expose lies is to Step Forward With The Truth. I doesn’t
mean you are stepping on someone. Mike Adams knows what he is doing. He knows where he gets his
paycheck. Many compromise their values, and in this case, survivability on the planet, for short term
gains. ShortSightedNess….when you can’t see the Forest for the Trees. When you can’t see a
Meltdown because of a Paycheck. The Almighty Dollar will kill us all. Only Truth Will Set US Free.
Thanks for all the great links embedded in your article. It is helpful to see the substantiation for what
you are saying. Hopefully Mike will wake up. Walk away from his good paying gig and join us in
exposing Climate Engineering for the Ozone Shredding, Planet Poisoning, Methane Beckoning
Monster that it is.
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12.  Doug says:
July 25, 2014 at 2:00 pm

Hi Dane, I am totally on the fence. So much of what Mike puts out there is vital information. He seems
to be genuine, but I agree, some of this stuff is glaringly suspect. I wish there were more people like
you and I. Green paper means nothing to me, and I know it means nothing to you. What don’t these
people understand? Money is useless if we’re all extinct!!!

Reply

13.  Marty Johnson says:
July 25, 2014 at 1:42 pm

Thanks for sharing this…wow.

Reply

14.  Alan says:
July 25, 2014 at 1:24 pm

Mike Adams Mark Dice Alex Jones ….list goes on….

Reply

15.  Dave Silva says:
July 25, 2014 at 1:19 pm

Thank you for posting Dane. I have read Mike’s site for a few years, but every once in a while he will
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completely shoot himself in the foot with stories like, “Walmart only sells organic food now, so it is
totally safe.”
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Clinically insane leaders combined with a majority of the population that is willfully blind, this
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Climate Engineering, How It Changed My World

By Nancy Levant, contributing writer for geoengineeringwatch.org Soon I will be turning 60,
and I cannot help but recall my mother’s words when she told me
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The letter below sends a very clear and urgent message to Governor Jerry Brown. This particular
correspondence carries much weight for reasons that I am not

Health

Alzheimer’s Association Denies Aluminum Connection

In late 2014, the Alzheimer’s Association held a large fundraising event in Northern California.
GeoengineeringWatch.org tried to sponsor this event with a $500 dollar donation which

Love Canal Tragedy Remembered Decades Later As History Repeats Itself
In Riverview Florida

By Rebel Siren (Click here for the full article) Love Canal became the subject of national and
international attention after it was revealed in the press

Climate Engineering Connection To Alarming Increase In Serious Illness, A
Prominent Scientist Speaks Out

“Dr. Hans Kugler, PhD, is one of our most highly recognized researchers in the field of anti-
aging medicine; his scientific presentations – supported by impeccable documentation

Well Known Scientist Sounds The Alarm On Geoengineering

Marvin Herndon, Ph.D. , is a scientist of considerable notoriety. Marvin contacted me recently to
express his growing concerns about the constant toxic aerosol spraying of our

Radio Frequency Transmissions Are Killing Trees And Everything Else
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There are so many sources of radio frequency transmissions bombarding us from so many
directions that they could never be fully identified or quantified. Life is

5 Big Signs The Global Engine of Deceit, Lies, and Control Are Coming To
End

Source: Realities Watch   If you don’t see it coming, you may have been hiding in a very dark
place for the last decade. The lies,

Documents Show Navy’s Electromagnetic Warfare Training Would Harm
Humans and Wildlife

Source: Truthout, article by Dahr Jamail If the US Navy gets its way, it will begin flying Growler
supersonic warplanes over Olympic National Forest and wilderness areas

Monitoring And Muzzling Scientists, New Legislation Casts A Chill

Dane Wigington GeoengineeringWatch.org So many people understandably ask the question “if
all this was really going on (like climate engineering), why wouldn’t scientists and agencies
speak

Smart Grid Exposed – Take Back Your Power – Documentary by Josh del
Sol

Source: Rebel Siren What do we really know about Smart Meters, other than the usual
propaganda about how “they are good for us”,  “they will save

Monsanto Has Purchased “Climate Corporation” For Nearly A Billion
Dollars, Why?
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Monsanto purchased “The Climate Corporation” in 2013, why? Because those who are
connected to the climate engineering insanity (and the decimation it is causing) need to

Staff Writer

How To Kill The World: A Timeline Of Earth’s Sixth Mass Extinction

By William Thomas WHO NEEDS A TIMELINE OF EARTH’S SIXTH MASS EXTINCTION?
Enraptured and enslaved by blinking, beeping, twittering gadgets; increasingly lobotomized by
microwaves, toxic chemicals

Less Wind, Rain and Sun, Welcome to Geoengineering

Dane Wigington geoengineeringwatch.org The science relating to the effects of an atmosphere
saturated with particulates is clear and disturbing: less rain, wind, and sun. Numerous
environmental

UPDATED: Engineered Drought Catastrophe Continues, Target California

Most of the “the golden state” is now parched, baked and dried far beyond any historical
precedent. Reservoirs are nearly empty, streams are drying up, and

“Engineering The Climate” : A Congressional Report.

Dane Wigington geoengineeringwatch.org While the “scientists”, the US military, and numerous
other governmental agencies, continue to deny the reality of the massive global geoengineering
programs, the

Climate Assault Could End Life On Earth
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A Veteran Journalist’s Perspective “Straight From The Heart” is an exceptionally well researched
article just penned for geoengineeringwatch.org by veteran Canadian journalist Will Thomas.
Will has

Radio Frequency Dangers

Radio Frequency Transmissions Are Killing Trees And Everything Else

There are so many sources of radio frequency transmissions bombarding us from so many
directions that they could never be fully identified or quantified. Life is

Smart Grid Exposed – Take Back Your Power – Documentary by Josh del
Sol

Source: Rebel Siren What do we really know about Smart Meters, other than the usual
propaganda about how “they are good for us”,  “they will save

Heavy Metal Contamination And Radio Frequency Exposure, A Very Bad
Mix

All of us are under constant exposure to toxic heavy metals day in and day out from the climate
engineering fallout. As our bodies absorb these

WiFi to Kill Millions Whistleblower Says

Note: This story is VERY important.  I urge you to share it on all social networks to send the
truth VIRAL  If you are a truth

Top Biochemist Calls to Abolish Smart Meters, WiFi in Schools, and Baby
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Monitors

Our modern world is creating an electromagnetic soup filled with electrical pulses, radio
frequencies, computer screens, wireless signals, as well as personal devices such as cell

Perspectives

Climate Engineering, How It Changed My World

By Nancy Levant, contributing writer for geoengineeringwatch.org Soon I will be turning 60,
and I cannot help but recall my mother’s words when she told me

The Silence and the Storm

Source: Zen Gardner We’re being jerked around something fierce but most don’t even recognize
it. The abrupt up and down news cycle changes are really doing

Cosmic Apology

The Awakening Springs Unstoppable

Source: ZenGardner.com People don’t realize the effects of their actions, words and decisions as
they seem to take so long to take effect in the long

The Balancing Act
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The Sculptor

by Zen Gardner With a  slow, steady pace he swings and hits With the hammer he strikes his
blows Now up, then down with a pummeling

The Dissolution of Contrived Civilization

by Zen Gardner Despite the furious efforts of the world’s Machiavellian destroyers, humanity is
waking up. In our current paradigm, we’re seeing significant progress in exposing

Words of Wisdom

It’s All Bullshit

Source: Zen Gardner Anybody else fed up with all this crap? I can hardly believe my eyes any
more it’s all so fucking contrived, shallow and

The Peaceful Power of Confidence

Source: Zen Gardner I’ve often said the awakening is happening at a fantastic rate. This has been
met with some skepticism, and understandably so, as evidence

These Jets are Spraying Aerosols
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Government Document: “Weather as a Force Multiplier”
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The Folly Of Climate Engineering

Those in power do not care about the destruction and decimation they cause, they never have. To
carry this point further, there is a well documented

HAARP Still Stands, Geoengineers Still Wreaking Havoc

In the spring of 2014, the power structure and mainstream media tried to convince an ever more
concerned population that there was no climate modification going on

Dimming The Sun, The Climate Engineering Assault Continues

Creating "global dimming" is the stated goal of numerous geoengineering patents, it is one of the
primary goals of the atmospheric spraying. Climate engineering is the

The Consequences Of Geoengineering, 10 Critical Points

Dane Wigington geoengineeringwatch.org Governments around the globe long ago made the
decision to alter and manipulate Earth's weather and climate systems. This decision was made
without
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Alzheimer’s Association Denies Aluminum Connection

In late 2014, the Alzheimer’s Association held a large fundraising event in Northern California.
GeoengineeringWatch.org tried to sponsor this event with a $500 dollar donation which

How Dark Is The Horizon?

Dane Wigington geoengineeringwatch.org Denial is the prevalent theme of the human race. We
now live under skies that often look like something from another planet, but

Lord Monckton, Ardent Geoengineering Denier

Lord Monckton is an ardent denier of the blatant climate engineering reality occurring in skies
around the globe every day, so why would so many in the

Radio Journalist Responds To The Washington Post’s Climate Engineering
Article

The climate engineering elephant in the room is becoming bigger and harder to hide by the day.
The Washington Post has now put out a second

An Indisputable Response To Climate Engineering Deniers

Source: Activist Post The Washington Post article of January 22, 2015 titled "How A Group Of
Conspiracy Theorists Could Derail The Debate Over Climate Policy" prompted this

Climate Engineering Connection To Alarming Increase In Serious Illness, A
Prominent Scientist Speaks Out

“Dr. Hans Kugler, PhD, is one of our most highly recognized researchers in the field of anti-
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aging medicine; his scientific presentations – supported by impeccable documentation

Dismantling The Lie Of “Contrails”

Those in power have done their absolute best to convince an all too gullible public that our
constantly hazed out skies are just the result of

Engineered Winter Storm Assault, The Weather Makers Are Desperate For
Headlines

Dane Wigington geoengineeringwatch.org Winter storm "Juno" is here, and it is engineered from
top to bottom. The weather event that is unfolding on the East Coast

Climate Engineering And The Manipulated Perception Of The US
Population

Dane Wigington geoengineeringwatch.org If you live in the eastern half of the North American
continent you may be convinced that the planet is actually cooling instead

The Washington Post Covers Climate Engineering Issue

The Washington Post has now addressed the climate engineering issue, the weather warfare
assault in our skies is becoming all but impossible to hide. As our

Well Known Scientist Sounds The Alarm On Geoengineering

Marvin Herndon, Ph.D. , is a scientist of considerable notoriety. Marvin contacted me recently to
express his growing concerns about the constant toxic aerosol spraying of our
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Northern California Protests Expose Climate Engineering Cover-Up

Why is the general public so confused and in the dark about the highly toxic ongoing climate
engineering insanity in our skies? Because mainstream media is

Nuclear Radiation and Geo-engineering: Two Threats to Life on Earth

Source: Global Research “We have the risk of another Fukushima at any given nuclear power
plant that’s past its prime, which is all of them in

Radio Frequency Transmissions Are Killing Trees And Everything Else

There are so many sources of radio frequency transmissions bombarding us from so many
directions that they could never be fully identified or quantified. Life is

Our Climate, It’s Not As Bad As You Think, It’s Much Worse

Voices of reality are not appealing to the masses, no one wants to hear unpleasant truths. The
majority are not even willing to examine any facts

Distraction, Denial And The Geoengineering Assault

In the short video below, the all out climate engineering assault is powerfully, alarmingly, and
articulately documented. My most sincere thanks to Ron Johnson for this

Jet Stream Manipulation Is Fueling Weather Extremes
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The entire climate science community pretend to be scratching their heads over the ever more
erratic jet stream patterns. The "experts" continue to come up with

Extreme UV Radiation Is Killing Our Trees

Trees and whole forests around the globe are in steep decline. So much of the population has
completely given up any connection to the natural world

Engineered Winter, The Deception Of The US Population

Dane Wigington geoengineeringwatch.org   Where is it cold? Where is it hot? The GISS
"departure from normal temperature" map below should paint a strikingly clear picture

Chemically Nucleated “Ice Balls” On 40 Degree Lake Michigan

In the last few years a formerly unknown phenomenon has appeared on Lake Michigan, huge
"ice balls". This should be perplexing enough, but what about when

Why Journalists Avoid Climate Engineering Issue

Why are almost all journalists either avoiding the climate engineering issue or putting out the
official narrative regarding it? Because they know to do otherwise is

GeoengineeringWatch Launches Free Downloadable App

Our collective reality is becoming more critical by the day as the ongoing climate engineering
insanity continues to tear the Earth's climate system apart. We must
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Climate Engineering And Dying Oceans

There are countless sources of anthropogenic damage to the Earth's oceans, a book would be
necessary to cover this subject with any degree of accuracy. This

Geoengineering: Like GMO On Steroids For The Environment

Awareness of the climate engineering subject is growing rapidly and the issue is justifiably
frightening to the newly awakened. Those that are just beginning their journey

Ecocidal Science Destroying Our Earth in Search of Weather Related Profits

Source: amunaor.com Listen to this asinine backwards thinking from a group of professional
climatologists, pleading justification for a continuance, to reign its geoenineering assault upon
our earth; demanding

Geoengineered Snow Storms Wreaking Havoc Around The Globe

Dane Wigington geoengineeringwatch.org   Can Snow Storms Really Be Engineered?   There is
a mountain of data including already conducted experiments, satellite imagery, lab tests of

Weather Warfare Government Documents

Weather as a Force Multiplier: Owning the Weather in 2025 - US Gov

The HAARP Project and non-lethal weapons - European Parliament

Readers Photos
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Disinformation

Lord Monckton, Ardent Geoengineering Denier

Lord Monckton is an ardent denier of the blatant climate engineering reality occurring in skies
around the globe every day, so why would so many in the

US Court Decides Falsifying News Is Not Against The Law

If you cannot believe a US appeals court would rule that falsifying news is not illegal, just ask
Fox News about the facts in this case.

Weather Channel Founder John Coleman Categorically Denies Climate
Engineering Reality

Dane Wigington geoengineeringwatch.org Who is John Coleman? Why would he go to so much
effort to try and “debunk” the climate engineering reality? Even more importantly,

HAARP

HAARP Still Stands, Geoengineers Still Wreaking Havoc

In the spring of 2014, the power structure and mainstream media tried to convince an ever more
concerned population that there was no climate modification going on

Jet Stream Manipulation Nightmare

This is likely the most compelling short video of all from the HAARP Report. Segments in this
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short clip show the wall of ionosphere heater induced

Psychological Operations, The Polar Vortex Deception

The all out global climate engineering assault has been going on at a significant scale for over six
decades. Now, the scope and scale of the

Polar Vortex And Weather Warfare

Our thanks to the HAARP Report for yet another revealing and informative update. Though
moisture was finally "allowed" to flow over California, the so called "monster

SBX HAARP Prevents Snowpack in Sierras, PROOF, on 12-03-2014

Source: The HAARP Report

OZONE DESTRUCTION

Extreme UV Radiation Is Killing Our Trees

Trees and whole forests around the globe are in steep decline. So much of the population has
completely given up any connection to the natural world

Behind the Geoengineering Curtain

Warming Oceans, Warming Planet, The Bottom Line.
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Geoengineering is Destroying the Ozone Layer

Dane Wigington geoengineeringwatch.org So, How Bad Can It Get? Just when it seemed the
negative news surrounding global geoengineering could not get any worse, it absolutely

Geoengineering Programs Continue To Destroy Ozone Layer

Who has not noticed how intense the sun now feels? Who has not noticed how quickly it begins
to burn the skin? Many have also begun

Don’t Believe UV Radiation Levels are “Off the Charts”?

Massive UV Levels Are Not So Easy To Hide. (Even if the disinfo agents lie about the facts)

Global Meltdown

Is The Whole Solar System Warming? No

Many claim that the whole solar system is warming, but is this really the case? What does
available science tell us about this conclusion? I have had

How Dark Is The Horizon?

Dane Wigington geoengineeringwatch.org Denial is the prevalent theme of the human race. We
now live under skies that often look like something from another planet, but

What Is The True State Of The Biosphere, Do You Trust Your Own Eyes?

How does one cut through the fog of endless disinformation in regard to the true state of the
climate? Are the planet's glaciers melting? Or are
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An Arctic Ice Cap’s Shockingly Rapid Slide Into The Sea

Source: MSN For years, scientists have documented the rapid retreat of Arctic ice, from melting
glaciers in Greenland to shrinking snow cover in far northern Eurasia.

Climate Engineering And The Manipulated Perception Of The US
Population

Dane Wigington geoengineeringwatch.org If you live in the eastern half of the North American
continent you may be convinced that the planet is actually cooling instead

Is Antarctica losing or gaining ice?

Source: Skeptical Science Climate myth: Antarctica is gaining ice "[Ice] is expanding in much of
Antarctica, contrary to the widespread public belief that global warming is

Mass Migration Due To Climate Disruption, It’s Already Happening

Human civilization sprouted and flourished during an incredibly stable era in the planet's 4.5
billion year history, that era is over. Though there has always been

Climate Engineering Is Weather Warfare, What Are The Consequences?

2014 was the warmest year ever recorded, the rapid heating of our world can no longer be
hidden. The weather makers can cool massive regions over

Rapid Sea Level Rise Can No Longer Be Hidden

The power structure is having ever increasing difficulty hiding the magnitude of catastrophic
changes on our planet that are already unfolding at blinding speed. Sea levels
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Our Climate, It’s Not As Bad As You Think, It’s Much Worse

Voices of reality are not appealing to the masses, no one wants to hear unpleasant truths. The
majority are not even willing to examine any facts

Industrialized Society’s Race Toward Total Extinction

Humanity is unarguably in free-fall toward total extinction. The collapse of industrialized society
in its current form is a mathematical certainty on the current trajectory. Short

Jet Stream Manipulation Is Fueling Weather Extremes

The entire climate science community pretend to be scratching their heads over the ever more
erratic jet stream patterns. The "experts" continue to come up with

Record Heat in Australia Fuels Wildfires, Shuts Down Internet

Source: EcoWatch Australians have good reason to dread the coming of January. It’s the peak of
the summer season downunder. In recent years, global warming, driven by climate

Strong Winds Threaten To Push Sea Ice Out Of Arctic Ocean

Source: Arctic News The lateral viscosity of the thin Arctic sea ice cover continues to lower. In
November just one quarter of the high Arctic Ocean

Year 2014 Pictures Dire Situation
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Source: Arctic News The year 2014 is shaping up to be the warmest year on record and the heat
is felt most strongly in the polar

1966 Government Weather Modification Document

The 36,000 member Institute of Physics

“Climate geoengineering at scale must be considered only as a last resort…There should be no
lessening of attempts to otherwise correct the harmful impacts of human economies on the Earth’s
ecology and climate.”

IS RAYTHEON THE WEATHER?

Raytheon Corporation is the third largest weapons manufacturer, and is a partner in HAARP. Raethon
also tells the weather to the American Meteorlogical Service (AMS) and is the leading corporation in
Weather Modification Nano Technology, as well as advanced Weather Weapon Systems. Here is
Raytheon's RAY GUN.....crowd control, weather modification, weapons systems, weather
forecasting.......Raytheon. Still think they can't alter the weather?

President John F Kennedy Secret Societies

Artificial Clouds

Link to Artificial Clouds Website

http://www.geoengineeringwatch.org/documents-library/
http://www.commondreams.org/views01/1218-03.htm
http://www.alaska.net/~logjam/HAARP.html
http://geoengineeringwatch.org/html/weatherreportedbyraytheon.html
http://www.blackanthem.com/scitech/military_2006042105.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-482560/Run-away-ray-gun-coming--We-test-US-armys-new-secret-weapon.html%22target=_blank%22
http://artificialclouds.com/


Methane

Climate Engineering Is Weather Warfare, What Are The Consequences?

2014 was the warmest year ever recorded, the rapid heating of our world can no longer be
hidden. The weather makers can cool massive regions over

Our Climate, It’s Not As Bad As You Think, It’s Much Worse

Voices of reality are not appealing to the masses, no one wants to hear unpleasant truths. The
majority are not even willing to examine any facts

Silence before the Storm

Here’s an analogy to describe the precarious situation we’re in. When heat is added to water at
boiling point (100°C or 212°F), vapor will appear at

The Coming Collapse

What Is The True State Of The Biosphere, Do You Trust Your Own Eyes?

How does one cut through the fog of endless disinformation in regard to the true state of the
climate? Are the planet's glaciers melting? Or are

Mass Migration Due To Climate Disruption, It’s Already Happening

Human civilization sprouted and flourished during an incredibly stable era in the planet's 4.5
billion year history, that era is over. Though there has always been
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Climate Engineering Is Weather Warfare, What Are The Consequences?

2014 was the warmest year ever recorded, the rapid heating of our world can no longer be
hidden. The weather makers can cool massive regions over

Rapid Sea Level Rise Can No Longer Be Hidden

The power structure is having ever increasing difficulty hiding the magnitude of catastrophic
changes on our planet that are already unfolding at blinding speed. Sea levels

Our Climate, It’s Not As Bad As You Think, It’s Much Worse

Voices of reality are not appealing to the masses, no one wants to hear unpleasant truths. The
majority are not even willing to examine any facts

Government Document “Geoengineering Governance and Technology”

OWNING THE WEATHER

An Award-Winning Documentary (see the trailer)

View the Government Documents

"Weather as a Force Multiplier: Owning the Weather in 2025"
1966 Document - Weather Modification Report

All Documents
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